Scorpius 10004.01      Episode 1    Substandard

<<<<<<<<<<<<Start Mission>>>>>>>>>>

CSO_Nes says:
::on the Bridge scanning the Science Station::

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
::on the bridge going over the duty roster::

TO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
::at station::

FCO-Starr says:
Co: Helm is ready and waiting to leave for Ferenginar.

MO_Siatty says:
::In sickbay, reviewing Ferengi customs and physiology.::

CEO_AQilla says:
::in ME going over duty rosters::

CO_TPaula says:
FCO: Acknowledged.

Amb_Greeg says:
::In quarters getting final instructions::

MO_Siatty says:
::Remembers Ferengi foods he's tried, then tires to forget most::

FCO-Starr says:
COM: SB: Request permission to leave space dock.

Amb_Greeg says:
Regent: My lobes need massaging....::sits:: would you do it now.

TO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
::walks to CTO's staion::CTO: reporting for duty sir

MO_Siatty says:
::Checks replicator menus for Ferengi foods::

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
TO: welcome aboard the Scorpius

FCO-Starr says:
CO: Is the ambassador aboard yet?

TO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
CTO: thank you sir it’s a privilege

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
TO: this is the speech and I only give it once

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
TO: so listen

CSO_Nes says:
::completes scans of Science Station::

TO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
CTO: yes sir

Amb_Greeg says:
::enjoying every minute of his lobe massage::

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
TO: remember to relax

CO_TPaula says:
FCO: Not that I know of.  Ask the starbase if he's ready yet.

FCO-Starr says:
CO: Yes Maam.

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
TO: we are all friends here

TO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
CTO: I'll try sir

FCO-Starr says:
COM: SB: This is the Scorpius, we do not have the Ambassador onboard.  Is he due to arrive anytime soon?

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
TO: And we rely on each other to our respective jobs

TO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
CTO: yes sir

FCO-Starr says:
CO: Maam, I think the SB personnel have gone to sleep over there::grinning::

CSO_Nes says:
::accesses data on Sector 308 and gaseous giant cluster MG 600::

TO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
::stands straight::

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
TO: relax

TO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
CTO: yes sir

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
TO: I was the same way my first day on board too

TO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
CTO: its good to here that sir

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
::realizes this is his first duty shift on the bridge without sasha::

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
TO: well I'm fairly new onboard too

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
TO: But you grow up fast

CO_TPaula says:
FCO: Keep trying.

FCO-Starr says:
CO: Aye Maam.

TO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
CTO: thank you sir

CEO_AQilla says:
EO:  Please ensure that all systems are ready for departure.

FCO-Starr says:
COM: SB: This is the Scorpius.  When is the Ferengi Ambassador due to report to the ship?

Amb_Greeg says:
::totally enjoying the lobing..::

EO_Nanapush says:
CEO: Aye maam

Valet_Sarina says:
::continues to massage the ambassador's lobes::

CMO_Xye says:
::Steps into Sickbay::

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
TO: Now I would like you to assign a security squad to the ambassador while he is on board

MO_Siatty says:
CMO:Good Morning, Doctor.

CSO_Nes says:
::assembles a Science team, briefs them and sends them to Stellar Cartography::

SB 64 says:
Valet:When will the Ambassador be ready to transport?? Scorpius is waiting

FCO-Starr says:
CO: I am not receiving any answer Maam, should I try and contact the Ambassador himself?

CMO_Xye says:
MO: Hello Doctor Siatty.

CO_TPaula says:
FCO: Go ahead.

EO_Nanapush says:
::Picks up padd and walks to monitor, starts running systems check::

TO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
CTO: yes sir

Valet_Sarina says:
SB:  When the ambassador is ready, he will inform you.

MO_Siatty says:
CMO: Sickbay is ready for action.  Ferengi medical procedures are on Padd's for quick reference, if needed.

TO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
::thinks finally my first assignment::

CMO_Xye says:
MO: Ferengi... medical procedures?

FCO-Starr says:
COM: Greeg: This is the Scorpius.  We are awaiting your beam in Sir.  Shall I initiate it?

Valet_Sarina says:
Ambassador: The Starbase wishes to know when you will be ready to board the Scorpius.

Amb_Greeg says:
Sarina: As soon as you're done, my dear.....as soon as you're done......ahhhhhhhhh..........

MO_Siatty says:
CMO: Ferengi specific ailments, as well as organ and bone locations.  Most of the crew is inexperienced with Ferengi.

CSO_Nes says:
::receives updates from Stellar Cartography::

CMO_Xye says:
MO: Who is Ferengi?

TO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
CTO: Am I dismissed?

FCO-Starr says:
::runs a quick diagnostic on the com, as she is receiving no answers from anyone::

Valet_Sarina says:
Ambassador:  ::Smiles::  I can keep this up all night, however I believe we should cease the massage and transport to the Scorpius so we can be on our way back to Ferenginar.

Amb_Greeg says:
Sarina: ::nods:: tell Scorpius shortly

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
TO: No just assign two security officers to the ambassador

MO_Siatty says:
CMO: We are waiting for the Ferengi Ambassador Greeg to beam aboard so we can take him back to Ferenginar.

Valet_Sarina says:
::Ceases massage::  Ambassador:  Shall we proceed to the Scorpius?

Amb_Greeg says:
::holds Sarina's hands:: Sarina: don't forget the package....let's be going....

EO_Nanapush says:
CEO: Finished running systems check maam, all systems are fully functional

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
TO: You have the Tac

TO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
::starts to look over the best security officers::

CMO_Xye says:
MO: Hmm... I wonder if he knows Gnarg.

Valet_Sarina says:
Ambassador:  ::picks up package and follows the ambassador out the door::

CEO_AQilla says:
EO:  Thank you Ensign.

MO_Siatty says:
CMO:  I wouldn't know, but that is probably not the case.

Amb_Greeg says:
::gets into TL:: TL:: docking ring 3

FCO-Starr says:
CO: Still no response Maam, and I have checked the communications console, it is working fine.

EO_Nanapush says:
::picks up padd and walks to impulse monitors::

TO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
CTO: should I beam down to the Ambassador sir?

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
*CEO*:Horn to AQilla

Amb_Greeg says:
::leave TL with valet...walks toward Scorpius hatch::

CEO_AQilla says:
*CTO*:  AQilla Here.  What's up?

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
TO: No just have the security team waiting for him

CMO_Xye says:
MO: Gnarg was one of the richest Ferengi because he knew where to find gold... he discovered billions of gold-pressed latinuum... I saved his life and he gave me ten million bars... even when I said not to.

TO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
CTO: yes sir

CSO_Nes says:
::establishes direct link from Stellar Cartography to the Bridge Science Station::

Valet_Sarina says:
::Follows the ambassador to the Scorpius hatch::

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
*CEO*: After we have a little time I would like to talk to you if that’s possible

TO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
::calls the best security officers to TR1::

MO_Siatty says:
CMO: That's a lot of Latinum.  You could almost buy your own ship with that.

TO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
::walks to TR1::

CEO_AQilla says:
*CTO*:  Sure, Russ.

CMO_Xye says:
MO: I did.

Amb_Greeg says:
Sarina: doesn't seem to be anyone here.....how rude!!

CSO_Nes says:
::checks link::

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
*CEO*: Just let me know when you have time

CEO_AQilla says:
*CTO*:  Will do.

Valet_Sarina says:
Ambassador:  ::Looks around for an escort::  This is odd....

TO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
::Waits in TR1 with security team::

MO_Siatty says:
CMO: By the way, you said on the trip back to Star Base 64 that you wanted to use biogenesis for medical purposes, what did you have in mind?

Amb_Greeg says:
Sarina: knock on the door.

CSO_Nes says:
::sends test data through link::

FCO-Starr says:
CSO: Any good news for me on that cluster?

CSO_Nes says:
::smiles:: FCO: What do you mean by good news?

Valet_Sarina says:
Ambassador: Yes, Sir.  ::Knocks on the hatch and waits for someone to open it up::

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
*CEO*:AQilla I’m looking forward to it ::grins:: Horn out

FCO-Starr says:
CSO: No surprises or anything like that?::grinning back::

CMO_Xye says:
MO: I want to use biogenesis so people can grow arms in a few minutes... I can save a man's life by him growing another heart of something similar to that.

Valet_Sarina says:
::Begins to pound harder on the hatch door::

CSO_Nes says:
FCO:: Weeel, there is no history of anomalies or surprises as you put it. ::grins wickedly:: But that could change.

Amb_Greeg says:
::shaking head....how rude....how rude....::

FCO-Starr says:
CSO: That is NOT what I want to hear!  The last mission still has me shaky!

MO_Siatty says:
CMO:  What about cell by cell replacement?  With your biogenesis working with my Nanites, we could create a very effective injury repair system.

Valet_Sarina says:
Ambassador: Are you sure this is where we were supposed to enter?

TO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
*CTO*: Should I beam down to the Ambassador because he seems to be holding up?

CSO_Nes says:
FCO: I was just referring to our 'luck'. ::smiles::

FCO-Starr says:
CSO: That too Shania.

CMO_Xye says:
MO: That is a brilliant idea.

Amb_Greeg says:
::hit's comm. unit on chest:: SCORPIUS !! ARE YOU THERE ??!! WE'RE WAITING !!

FCO-Starr says:
COM: Greeg: Yes Ambassador, we are here, where are you?

Valet_Sarina says:
::Jumps back, startled at the ambassador yelling into his com badge::

MO_Siatty says:
CMO: We can go over the ideas later, right now I want to run another check on sickbay.  I always feel I forgot something.

CSO_Nes says:
FCO: Sometimes I swear we are a magnet for trouble.

FCO-Starr says:
CSO: Any place we can get de-magnetized?

Amb_Greeg says:
COM: Whoever you are, we are at the hatch....where we usually enter....

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
::Looks at CSO:: CSO: You can say that again

CSO_Nes says:
::receives test data from Stellar Cartography::

TO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
*CTO*: Should I beam down to the Ambassador because he seems to be holding up?

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
TO: Hold on

FCO-Starr says:
CO: It appears the Ambassador is at the docking bay doors.  Shall I beam him aboard or will you send someone to get him?

CMO_Xye says:
MO: Okay... I'll look up medical profile of the Ambassador.

CSO_Nes says:
FCO: I don't know, wouldn't want to take the risk of something 'unexpected' happening.

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
FCO: He’s where?

Valet_Sarina says:
::Puts her arm around the Ambassadors waist::

TO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
*CTO*: yes sir

MO_Siatty says:
CMO: It's item 1 on the PADD.

CO_TPaula says:
CSO: Commander Nes, I am going to meet the ambassador.  You have the bridge.  CTO: You're with me.

CMO_Xye says:
::Picks up padd and looks threw it:: MO: Thank you.

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
CO: Aye sir

Valet_Sarina says:
::Begins to stroke his lobes again::

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
TO: You have the Tac

Amb_Greeg says:
Sarina: not now....not now.....::starts banging on the hatch::

CSO_Nes says:
CO: Aye.

FCO-Starr says:
COM: Greeg: The CO will be there shortly.  Please wait.

CO_TPaula says:
::leaves bridge::

Valet_Sarina says:
Ambassador: ::frowns:: Very well.

TO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
::Waits in TR1 for ambassador::

MO_Siatty says:
CMO: You're welcome, but just doing my job, sir.

CSO_Nes says:
::goes and sits in the comfy center seat::

Amb_Greeg says:
COM: Whoever you are...how about just opening the hatch!?

FCO-Starr says:
CSO: This is NOT a propitious start Shania::frowning::

CSO_Nes says:
ALL: No problems please. ::smiles::

CMO_Xye says:
::Reading medical profile of the Ambassador::

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
::taps com badge:: ST: meet me at the docking hatch ::follows the CO::

CSO_Nes says:
FCO: No.

CSO_Nes says:
FCO: What's the profile of the Ambassador?

FCO-Starr says:
COM: Greeg:  I cannot do that Ambassador. The CO will be there momentarily.

TO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
::Waits in TR1 for ambassador and wonders where he is::

MO_Siatty says:
CMO: Wonder why we are still at the Starbase?  We should be halfway to Ferenginar by now.

CO_TPaula says:
::arrives at the hatch, looks at the CTO and then the opening controls::

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
*TO*: Report to the bridge

CMO_Xye says:
MO: I don't know... I'll check up on that.

FCO-Starr says:
CSO: I didn't receive one Shania, I am assuming he is typical Ferengi.

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
*CO*: Shall I sir

CMO_Xye says:
::Taps commbadge:: *CO*: Captain... is there a problem?

Valet_Sarina says:
::switches the package to her other hand and waits patiently for someone to open the hatch::

CSO_Nes says:
FCO: That would explain a lot.

FCO-Starr says:
CSO: As far as I know, we are just giving him a ride home.

MO_Siatty says:
CMO: I am beginning to get the feeling they forget we are here unless they get injured.

TO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
*CTO*: yes sir::walks to bridge::

CO_TPaula says:
*CMO*: A delay, doctor.

CSO_Nes says:
FCO: Let's hope it stays that way.

CMO_Xye says:
MO: I believe that is the case.

FCO-Starr says:
CSO: From your mouth to God's ears Shania::smiling at her friend::

CMO_Xye says:
*CO*: Do you need my help with anything.

CSO_Nes says:
::accessed Ambassador's profile::

CO_TPaula says:
*CMO*: I'm sure I would ask for it if I did.

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
*CO*: are we ready for this sir

Amb_Greeg says:
Sarina: I could have WALKED to Ferenginar by now !!

Valet_Sarina says:
::Nods and grimaces::

CSO_Nes says:
::grins:: FCO: I certainly hope so!

MO_Siatty says:
CMO: No, just rechecking everything.  No problems.  Is the EMH still, uh, on edge?

CMO_Xye says:
*CO*: Aye sir. Xye out. ::Taps commbadge::

FCO-Starr says:
::shifts her position and readies the coordinates for Ferenginar::

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
::Opens the hatch door::

Valet_Sarina says:
::Watches as the hatch door opens::

CMO_Xye says:
MO: The EMH is as fixed as an individual could be.

MO_Siatty says:
CMO: Understood.

TO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
::Waits in bridge looking over some pads::

CSO_Nes says:
FCO: Um, it says here our Ambassador is a Trade Dispute Ambassador. Specializing between private companies on Bajor and Vulcan. Hmm, unusual, his personal profile has been delayed.

Amb_Greeg says:
It's about time !!

CO_TPaula says:
Amb: Welcome aboard, Ambassador.  I apologize for the delay.

MO_Siatty says:
::Checks previous shift duty logs.::

FCO-Starr says:
CSO: Don't tell me things like that... it makes me nervous!

Amb_Greeg says:
CO: Yes, well, just show me to my room missy...

CMO_Xye says:
MO: Do you think it would be wise for me to put the EMH in a android body?

FCO-Starr says:
CSO:  Since when do they settle disputes... I thought their job was to cause them!

CO_TPaula says:
Amb: This is Ensing Horn, my chief of security.  He will show you to your quarters.

Valet_Sarina says:
::Looks on at the Ambassador and the CO.  Follows him through the hatch door onto the Scorpius::

CSO_Nes says:
FCO: You have to admit it's unusual. Data like that is normally instantaneous.

Valet_Sarina says:
::Looks at Horn::

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
Amb: Welcome aboard ambassador

Amb_Greeg says:
::looks at horn::

FCO-Starr says:
CSO: Which makes me very suspicious. How about you?

MO_Siatty says:
CMO: I think it would be better to put him in his original body, let him run, and see what happens.

CSO_Nes says:
FCO: Pardon? Yes, I wouldn't have thought that would be his chosen profession.

Amb_Greeg says:
CTO: yes, yes...waves hand...lets go..lets go..

CSO_Nes says:
FCO: Yes, I'll inform the Captain.

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
Amb: This way

Valet_Sarina says:
::Follows Horn and the Ambassador::

CMO_Xye says:
MO: That was my idea until I finished the body... the EMH program has so many restrictions.

FCO-Starr says:
CSO: I think that is an excellent idea.

MO_Siatty says:
CMO: Or perhaps we could work with engineering and prepare several bodies, switch them to match visitors who need medical help.

CSO_Nes says:
FCO: I don't like mysteries.

MO_Siatty says:
CMO: Match their racial background, that is.

FCO-Starr says:
CSO: Especially involving a Ferengi!

CSO_Nes says:
::nods::

CMO_Xye says:
MO: Umm... are you talking about putting the crew in android bodies?

CO_TPaula says:
::returns to the bridge::

FCO-Starr says:
ALL: Captain on deck.

CSO_Nes says:
::stands to attention::

MO_Siatty says:
CMO: No, the EMH body form could change to match the race of any visitors.  For example, right now he could be a Ferengi.

CSO_Nes says:
CO: A word with you Captain.

TO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
::stands to attention::

FCO-Starr says:
CO: Can we leave now?

CO_TPaula says:
CSO: Of course.

CO_TPaula says:
FCO: Yes.  The ambassador is aboard.  Set course and engage as soon as we have permission from the SB.

Amb_Greeg says:
CTO: And just where is my quarters?? At the bottom on the ship??

FCO-Starr says:
COM: SB 64: Request permission to leave space dock.

CMO_Xye says:
MO: Yes... that could work.

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
Amb: This is Ensigns Conner and Daniels they will be the security team assigned to you while you are on board

CSO_Nes says:
CO: I accessed the information on the Ambassador, a description of his work was all I received. There is a delay in his personal information.

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
Amb: Almost there

Valet_Sarina says:
::Looks at the Security team, unimpressed and wonders why it takes so long to find their quarters::

CMO_Xye says:
MO: I wonder if the engineer is busy.

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
::thinks to himself, I’m almost away from him::

Amb_Greeg says:
CTO: How nice...::looks at Conner: Conner: Go run up and down the corridor until you drop......

CO_TPaula says:
CSO: What do you think this means?

Amb_Greeg says:
CTO: Is this my room ::points::??

EO_Nanapush says:
::finishes running diagnostic on impulse systems, looks around for a broom::

Valet_Sarina says:
::Smiles and tries not to laugh at the Ambassador's comment::

CSO_Nes says:
::looks down:: CO: I do not know, but I do not like it. As I said to the FCO, this information is normally instantaneous.

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
::arrives at the ambassadors quarters:: Amb: Here we are

MO_Siatty says:
CMO: Probably better to send him a memo and let him come when he is free.

SB 64 says:
Scorpius: Permission granted and safe voyage

FCO-Starr says:
::taps her fingers on her console wondering if anyone is in the com room on the SB::

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
::opens door to room::

FCO-Starr says:
COM: SB: Acknowledged.

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
::enters the room::

Valet_Sarina says:
::Follows Horn and the Ambassador into the room::

FCO-Starr says:
:;begins unclamping the S, and engages maneuvering thrusters::

CSO_Nes says:
CO: The information has just arrived. Summarizes: Doing this job for a while, very successful, and very profitable.

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
Amb: I hope you enjoy your stay ambassador

CO_TPaula says:
CSO: Could it be a computer glitch of some kind?

Amb_Greeg says:
::looks:; Sarina: will this be satisfactory? It looks a little small for me

FCO-Starr says:
::watches as the S moves slowly away::

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
Amb: And if you need anything just let me know

Valet_Sarina says:
Amb:  Perhaps you can request larger quarters?

CMO_Xye says:
MO: Yes... I win start the memo with detailed lay outs... the EMH/Android could have medical technology in him...

Amb_Greeg says:
CTO: you are dismissed......

CSO_Nes says:
CO: Unknown. However, I suggest we watch the Ambassador carefully and as unobtrusively as possible.

FCO-Starr says:
*CO*: Maam, I have engaged maneuvering thrusters and am ready to engage impulse engines.

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
::nods at Sarina::

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
::leaves room::

FCO-Starr says:
*CEO: Aquilla, I need impulse in 5 seconds.

CO_TPaula says:
CSO: We could assign a larger security team to him.

MO_Siatty says:
::Wonders if he should have encouraged the CMO about this?::

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
::enters a TL::

Valet_Sarina says:
::Walks to table and sets the package down.  Looks around the room::  Amb:  Unimpressive.

CEO_AQilla says:
*FCO*:  You got it

CMO_Xye says:
::Grabs a padd and begins to create a lay out of what he wants for the Android_Xye::

CSO_Nes says:
CO: That would alert the Ambassador to a problem.

Amb_Greeg says:
Sarina: check for ...you know..::nods and gives her, "the look"::

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
COMM: ME

FCO-Starr says:
*CEO*: Thanks::engages impulse and goes to 1/4::

Valet_Sarina says:
Amb: Yes.  ::begins searching the quarters::

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
::enters main engineering::

TO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
::finishes going over pads and sits at station::

CEO_AQilla says:
::notices the CTO enter Eng::

Amb_Greeg says:
::opens suitcases, one by one......starts moving things around::

CO_TPaula says:
FCO: Acknowledged.  Go ahead.

CO_TPaula says:
CSO: What do you suggest?

Valet_Sarina says:
::Runs her hands under the cushions on the couch, looking under the table, inside the lamps::

CMO_Xye says:
::Adds details in memo::

FCO-Starr says:
::goes to full impulse:: CO: We are now at full impulse.  We should be out of the system shortly.

CSO_Nes says:
CO: Unfortunately due to the Ambassador's Diplomatic Immunity, there is not a lot we can do.

MO_Siatty says:
::Finishes reading the previous shifts logs.  Sees several minor injuries and illnesses.  Goes to check on them.::

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
CEO: Ohhhhhhh I hate diplomatic  functions

Amb_Greeg says:
::looks at Sarina::

EO_Nanapush says:
::Finds broom behind the main reactor, starts sweeping::

Valet_Sarina says:
::Walks to closet and opens the doors.  Searches inside the closet then moves to the dresser drawers.  Begins open and slamming the drawers::

CEO_AQilla says:
CTO:  They can be so boring, can't they?

FCO-Starr says:
CO: Engaging warp 4 and heading to Ferenginar.

Amb_Greeg says:
Sarina: how are we doing?

FCO-Starr says:
*CEO*: Aquilla, I am going to warp now.

Valet_Sarina says:
::Moves to the dressing area and searches it thoroughly::

Valet_Sarina says:
Amb: Nothing yet, Sir.

CEO_AQilla says:
*FCO*:  Go ahead.  All systems functioning here

CO_TPaula says:
CSO: I wouldn't want to do anything drastic based on this evidence.  See if you can find anything else.  Have the security teams told to be as alert as possible.

CSO_Nes says:
CO: I suggest we inform the CTO.

CO_TPaula says:
FCO: Acknowledged.

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
CEO: Our ambassador has such a wonderful personality

TO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
CSO: If there is any unusual readings please report them to me or CTO Russ

CMO_Xye says:
::Finishes memo and puts padd on biobed::

CO_TPaula says:
CSO: Agreed.

FCO-Starr says:
::engages warp 4::

CEO_AQilla says:
CTO:  Really?

Valet_Sarina says:
::Checks sonic shower head and lavatory area::

CSO_Nes says:
CO: Acknowledged.

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
CEO: He’s Ferengi

EO_Nanapush says:
::put broom down, grabs feather duster::

Valet_Sarina says:
::Looks in the commode::

FCO-Starr says:
::feels the vibration of the ship as the warp core engages::

CSO_Nes says:
TO: Acknowledged. The location of the CTO?

CEO_AQilla says:
CTO:  I take it you've never met a Ferengi before.

Amb_Greeg says:
::finishes with suitcases...sits down::

FCO-Starr says:
*CEO*: They feel good Aquilla.

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
CEO: No this is my first time

MO_Siatty says:
::Nods to self, finally we are at warp::

Valet_Sarina says:
::Walks back out into the living area::  Amb: All clear, Sir.

CEO_AQilla says:
*FCO*:  acknowledged.

FCO-Starr says:
CO: Maam, we are now at warp 4.

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
CEO: Just a sec ::taps his comm. badge::

EO_Nanapush says:
::checks warp drive monitors::

CMO_Xye says:
::Goes to computer console and looks for any problems::

Valet_Sarina says:
Amb: Can I get you something to drink or something to eat?

Amb_Greeg says:
Sarina: you may as well massage my lobes....we will have to wait until we get further away from the SB anyway......

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
*TO*: Horn to Sorauk

EO_Nanapush says:
::looks good, gives it a brush with his feather duster::

TO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
*CTO*: yes?

MO_Siatty says:
::Finishes rounds::

Valet_Sarina says:
Amb:  Yes, Sir.  ::begins to stroke the Ambassador's lobes::

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
*TO*: Is everything ok up there

CEO_AQilla says:
EO:  please keep an eye on the Warp engines.

Amb_Greeg says:
Sarina: you are SOOooo good at that.....

EO_Nanapush says:
CEO: Aye maam

CMO_Xye says:
MO: There appears to be a crew member who has hurt himself in the Jeffries Tubes...

Valet_Sarina says:
Amb: ::Smiles::

TO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
*CTO*: Seems fine to me sir

CMO_Xye says:
MO: ...I will check that out.

CO_TPaula says:
CSO: Commander Nes, have them keep it secret.  As a precaution.

EO_Nanapush says:
::Swipes warp drive monitors with duster::

MO_Siatty says:
CMO: Affirmative.  I will call you if anything comes up.

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
*TO*: Ill be there shortly let me know if anything comes up

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
*TO*: Horn out

CMO_Xye says:
MO: You have Sickbay Doctor. ::Leaves::

CSO_Nes says:
CO: Yes ma'am. As soon as the CTO is located, I will leave the Bridge to tell him in person.

TO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
*CTO*: yes sir

EO_Nanapush says:
self: Shines up quite nicely

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
CEO: Well duty calls

MO_Siatty says:
CMO: Acknowledged.

CO_TPaula says:
::nods to the CSO::

CEO_AQilla says:
CTO:  It seems you're needed, Russ.  I'll see you later?

TO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
*CSO*: if anything comes up report to me

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
CEO: Yes in the lounge after duty

FCO-Starr says:
CO: ETA to Ferenginar, 12 hours.

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
CEO: I really need to talk to you

CMO_Xye says:
::Enters to turbolift:: Computer: Deck 10.

CEO_AQilla says:
CTO:  I look forward to it.

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
::heads for the door::

CSO_Nes says:
::confirms receival of data from Stellar Cartography::

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
::turns and smiles at AQilla::

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
::leaves ME:

MO_Siatty says:
::Outlines plan to integrate CMO's bioengineering with nanite delivery system::

EO_Nanapush says:
::Notices CTO leave::

<<<<Suddenly the CEO and CTO..fade and disappear>>>>>>>>>>>>

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
::Enters a TL::

<<<<<<<<<<<The EO...fades and disappears>>>>>>>>>>>>

EO_Nanapush says:
::Blinks::*Bridge* We have a problem here

CTO_Russ_Horn says:
Self:: what the...................

Valet_Sarina says:
::Continues to massage the Ambassador's lobes::

FCO-Starr says:
*EO*: What is the problem?

CMO_Xye says:
::Exits turbolift and looks at hand::

FCO-Starr says:
*EO*: I repeat, what is the problem down there?

<<<<<<<<<The FCO and CSO fade and disappear>>>>>>>>>>>

TO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
*CSO*: if anything unusual comes up report to me acknowledged???

<<<<<<<<The CMO and MO fade and disappear>>>>>>>>>>>

CO_TPaula says:
TO: What just happened?

TO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
CO: I'm not sure sir

CO_TPaula says:
TO: Check internal sensors.

TO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
::checks sensors::

<<<<<<The TO fades and disappear>>>>>>>>>

CO_TPaula says:
::goes to science and checks sensor logs herself::

Amb_Greeg says:
Sarina: I think that should do it.....ready???<G>

Valet_Sarina says:
Amb: After you, Sir.

Amb_Greeg says:
<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>

